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--- In ibmpension@yahoogroups.com,
"kathicooper" <kathicooper@y...>
wrote:
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> I want to thank everyone that has
supported this case.

This is to everyone that has contacted
me since Thursday:
I am overwhelmed with calls (both my
IBM line and my private line)
and with e-mail (both my IBM ID and my
personal ID). I am quite
comfortable in saying I have heard from
at least 1,000 of you.
I am here to apologize to those 1,000.
Hundreds of you have left word on my phone mail to call you back.
I'm so sorry, but I can't do that. There are so many 'call backs'
that I'm afraid I wouldn't be able to afford my personal long
distance bill, come the end of the month. Also, I don't want to
return calls on IBM's line. I could just see me trying to explain a
ton of long distance calls on my calling card while filling out
EA2000. What a hoot!
Hundreds of others have asked that I reply to their e-mail. Again, I
feel so bad, but there is a limitation to this. If the e-mail was
sent to me at my IBM ID, I have chosen not to respond to you. Of
course I would love to do so, but I worry that IBM might be watching
me and I don't want to violate any possible Business Conduct
Guidelines (BCG) and get anyone in trouble.
Again, I'm so sorry that I'm not responding to all of you. I wanted
you to know that I am not ignoring you. I have read and listened to
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everything that has been said.
I thank everyone for their calls and messages. Please stay tuned to
this board and the papers as the case progresses. I worry about the
Treasury and Congress and the spin that corporate America and
their 'advisors' are feeding the press. It is intended to make us
look like the bad guys. Like I said, what a hoot!
I am a member of the Alliance and believe they have our best
interest at heart. Please feel free to join the Alliance if you
feel the same as I do.
Thanks everyone and hang in there!
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